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Abstract
The paper presents overview of source loads and aerodynamic techniques that are feasible for fatigue load reduction on
large horizontal axis wind turbines. The article highlights the effects of increasing wind turbine rotor diameter on fatigue
load, and feasible aerodynamic techniques that can be employed to reduce fatigue load. Increased in fatigue load is
critical as current and future horizontal wind turbines are designed of large rotor blades. Increase in size of wind turbines
has been elicited by highly demand for clean energy nowadays as well as need to decrease the cost of energy per kilo
watt. As the rotor diameter increases in size, so do effects of air loads acting on the blades. The pitch control systems
installed with a purpose of controlling such effects are approaching their capability limits. They are unable to dump
sudden, high varying air loads associated with fluctuating wind speed on time. As these effects occur repeatedly during
operation of wind turbines, they can cause premature failure or permanent damage of major components due to fatigue
load accumulation. In overall, the service life of wind turbine can drastically reduce or high operational and maintenance
costs are likely to rise up due to frequent downfalls of unplanned maintenance schedules. Therefore, alternative methods
rather than pitch control are reviewed that can improve wind turbines efficiency. The paper concludes by analyzing
possible opportunities in future.
Keywords: Aerodynamic techniques, Fatigue, Pitch control, Aerodynamic devices.
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1. Introduction
Climate change has been recognized as a global challenge to
environment worldwide and measures are ongoing to curb it.
Accumulation of greenhouse gases from burning of fossil
fuels in power generation and transport industries is a major
cause towards global warming. As a result, the demand for
clean and sustainable renewable energy rises sharply
globally. In search for this energy, wind energy emerged to
be placed as priority source among other renewable
resources [1, 2]. It is considered as the fastest growing
renewable energy with annual growth rate ranging from 30%
to 34%, despite occurring irregularly [3-5]. Wind energy is
affordable, environmental friendly and free available source.
It is believed that fossil fuel reserves are time bound. Most
countries are, therefore, investing in wind energy while other
assessing availability of utilizing it to circumvent risk that
can be caused by rise of fuel market prices and lack of fuel
supply due to war and political instability in producing fuel
countries. Aforementioned facts make wind energy enjoy
first priority in search for clean energy for domestic and
industrial use. Fig.1, is evidence that wind energy is
increasing in capacity in the recent decade. New emerging
areas in Africa, Asian and Latin America with potential of
producing wind energy are reported in renewable 2015
global status report [6]. However, to enhance wind energy
competitiveness as compared to fossil fuels, the cost of
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energy per kilo watt (COE) needs to be lowered further [7].
The debate on costs of energy reduction is based on three
independent variables as shown in Eq. (1) [7].

COE =

Capital Cost + Operation & Maintenance costs
Lifetime energy generation

(1)

Fig.1. Approximated amount of total wind energy produced globally in
decade at 2014 [6].

From Eq. (1) the COE can be lowered by either
decreasing capital costs, operation and maintenance (O&M)
or both. This can be achieved by improving construction of
turbine or use of low cost materials without compromising
efficiency and reliability of turbine. Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) costs can be minimized by decreasing
number of downtime by designing more reliable turbines.
Furthermore, COE can also be reduced by increasing the
size of wind turbine that increases amount of energy
generated annually. In the last three decades the trend
proved that the growth of wind turbine technology has
evolved. The turbine rotor diameters and rated power have
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enormously increased from 15m to exceed 178m rated at
50kW to more than 10MW respectively by 2015 [8-11]. As
the rotor diameter grows in size, structural weight and
variation of aerodynamic loads along the span triggered the
need to minimize fatigue loads at the major components
such as rotor bearing, transmission shafts and generators.
The purpose of present paper is therefore to overview the
source loads that contribute to fatigue load and aerodynamic
techniques employed to reduce the blade loading during
operation of wind turbines.
2.

along the span of the blade and large alternating bending
moments chord-wise and flap-wise axes per rotor revolution
[13, 16]. Gravitational load varies with azimuthal angle
causing edgewise excitation and structural dynamics at the
rotation frequency of the rotor that contribute to fatigue load.
Aerodynamics load is a resultant load caused by pressure
exerted on surfaces of the blade’s profile when the air blows
over the blade. This load varies depending on the relative
wind velocity, rotational speed of the rotor and angle of
attack. The variation of aerodynamic load across different
parts of the blade is shown in Eq. (2) as adopted from
Johnson et al. [7]

Fatigue load

R 1
2
2
L = ∫0 C L ρ c Vwind
+ (2πnr ) dr
2
C L min ≤ C L = C Lα (α + β − α 0 ) ≤ C L ma x

Fatigue loads on main components of wind turbine are
caused by varying cyclic loads that act on different parts of
the blades that eventually result to fatigue damage.
According to Schubel et al [12] fatigue damage can occur
when materials or structures are subjected to cyclic non
continuous loads that exceed the fatigue limit of such
materials. In wind turbine, fatigue damage is caused by
resultant of cyclic (fatigue) loads acting on the turbine's
structures which is equal to the number of rotations in the
lifetime of the turbine, typically 20 years [13]. Fatigue
damage in wind turbine can be escalated by enlargement and
flexibility of structures, vibrations in its resonant mode,
randomness in the load spectra due to the nature of the wind,
continuous operation under different conditions, lower
maintenance during life time [14]. After sometime, fatigue
loads can cause tiny cracks on the structures due to inability
to withstand excessive load. The loads acting on the blades
are regarded as aerodynamic load, gravitation load, load due
to inertia and mechanical control load [12, 13, 15-18].
Mechanical control loads can be controlled by the same
techniques used for aerodynamic and gravitation loads since
they have little impact on fatigue damage [12, 17]. They
depend on pitch control system and twist of the blades. Fig.
2, shows three major loads that can cause fatigue failure on
wind turbine structures and components.

[

]

(2)

where; β represent incidence angle of the blade, ρ is air
density, n denotes revolution per second, c is chord of the
blade, R is radius of rotor, C L min , C Lα , C L max are lift
coefficient (minimum, corresponding to angle of attack and
maximu) respectively, α 0 is zero angle of attack and

[V

2
wind

]

+ (2πnr )2 represent squared relative wind speed.

Furthermore, periodic aerodynamic loads are developed
on the blades due to fluctuation of wind flow, wind shear
and gust which results to a complex aero-elastic interplay
that produces vibrations and resonances [19]. The oscillating
aerodynamic load can cause yaw and tilt misalignments
because of high transient forces [17, 20]. Tawade et al [21]
noted that a progressive damage on mechanical components
or blades may occur if rotor blades are subjected to these
periodic stresses for a long period. The work of Hansen et al
[22] noted that a rotating blade passing through spatially
varying wind field is excited at the frequency of passage
which results to energy shifts to higher frequencies and
causes more fatigue build-up than anticipated. Nevertheless,
long blades are flexible and they are likely to experience
edge-wise and flap-wise deflections especially in high
varying wind speed. Staino and Basu and Shen et al [18, 23]
have revealed that edge-wise mode vibrations have little or
none aerodynamic dumping, while flapwise mode vibrations
are aerodynamically dumped, thereby, edgewise can induce
instabilities while the flapwise contribute to fatigue damage.
3. Aerodynamic load control methods
In past decades, wind turbines have tremendously evolved in
terms of technology from a passively controlled phase to a
sophisticated actively controlled phase where reliability and
efficiency are highly dependent upon a well-designed
control strategy [24, 25]. The rotor blades are dynamically
flexible under high risk of striking the tower during high
wind speed due to high tip deflection. In such scenario,
safety and optimal operation of turbines are far from being
reached. High periodic and alternating aerodynamic loads
due to wind shear and turbulence flow over the blades can
cause catastrophic damage, if the load control systems in
place are unable to dumb excessive transitional loads
immediately. Abrupt or moderate decrease in service life of
turbines, raise of operational and maintenance costs due to
unplanned downfall times for repairs are attributes of fatigue

Fig. 2. Source of fatigue load on wind turbine

Inertial load is experienced when the turbine is subjected to
emergency stop to safeguard the turbine from destruction by
gusts. Mass and rotational speed of the rotor are major
factors that influence the magnitude of inertial load.
Centrifugal and gyroscopic loads cause an asymmetrical out
of plane deflections of the blades while emergency braking
induces edge-wise bending of the blade, thereby contributing
to fatigue load.
Structural and gravitational loads are mass dependent
loads. As the size of the blade increases, gravitation load
significantly generates alternating tensile and pressure forces
145
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damage. Massive losses can be accrued on returns to
investment. However, to reduce losses several methods are
proposed to improve load control in large wind turbine.
Johnson el al [25] comprehensively reviewed feasible
techniques that are applicable to wind turbines where some
are borrowed from helicopter and aircraft field. Fig.3, shows
types of load control techniques that are mainly categorized
either as passive or active.

From literature [14, 20, 25, 29-31], some limitations of
pitch control systems are identified in large wind turbines.
These include; (1) rotating the entire blade is not ideal due to
induced non-uniform aerodynamic loads across the blade
span; (2) the limited time response requirements to counter
winds perturbations. These control systems are unable to
respond rapidly because the speed of actuators is limited by
structural weight of the blades; (3) excessive usage of
actuator leads to wear of pitch bearing and actuator resulting
to unscheduled replacement and maintenance. The wear of
bearings and actuators is likely occur due to relatively high
pitch angles and rates demanded to counteract wind
fluctuations; (4) large pitch motor size is required that leads
to high power demand for operation of the system.
3.2 Flow control methods
Johnson et al., Barlas and Kuik, Pechlivanoglou et al. [25,
26, 32] reviewed active flow control method
comprehensively. According to Johnson et al [25] all active
flow control devices involve four grouping layers as
summarized in Table 1.
Layer I: Design features; geometric (G), fluidic (F) or
plasma (P),
Layer II: Location of devices: leading edge (LE), mid chord
(MC) or trailing edge (TE),
Layer III: Performance: Increase lift (IL), decrease lift (DL)
or delay stall (DS),
Layer IV: Operation conditions: Steady flow (S) or
Unsteady flow (U)

Fig. 3. Types of load control techniques [25]

According to Barlas et al [26] passive load control
techniques can be realized when variations in wind speed are
offset passively by adapting aero-elastic response of the
rotor blades, but active load control methods are achieved
when the aerodynamic properties of the blades are changed
by either adjusting angle of attack or camber configuration
of the blades. Passive load control methods are inherent on
the blades and consume no power unlike active control
methods which require power to perform. However, passive
methods are of less help when wind speed is above rated
power or under strong turbulence flow. This paper reviews
turbine control methods and flow control methods.

Table 1 Categorization and grouping of locally distributed
aerodynamic devices on rotor blades [25].
Aerodynamic devices LayerI LayerII LayerIII LayerIV
G / F / P LE / TE /IL / DL /S / U
MC
DS
Deformable/morphing
G
TE
IL/DL
S/U
trailing edge flap
Traditional
trailing
G
TE
IL/DL
S/U
edge flaps
Microtabs
G
TE
IL/DL
S/U
Miniature
trailing
G
TE
IL/DL
S/U
edge effectors
Microflaps
G
TE
IL/DL
S/U
Active stall strips
DL
S
Vortex generators
G
LE
DS
S
Blowing and suction
F
LE/TE
DS
S/U
Circulation control
F
TE
IL/DL
S
Plasma Actuator
P
LE
DS
S
Vortex generators jet
F
LE
DS
S/U
High frequency micro
G
LE
DS
U
vortex generators
Synthetic jets
G/F
LE
DS
U
Active flexible wall
G
LE
DS
U
Shape change airfoil
G
MC
IL
S/U
Key: G –geometric , F – fluidic, P- plasma, LE- leading
edge, MC- mid chord, TE – trailing edge, IL – increase lift,
DL- decrease lift, DS –delay stall, S- steady flow, Uunsteady flow.

3.1 . Turbine pitch control
Different types of turbine pitch control systems are broadly
employed in modern wind turbines to regulate power
generation. They include; collective pitch control (CPC),
individual pitch control (IPC) and cyclic pitch control (CP).
Collective pitch control system rotates all the blades about
their axes simultaneously. In addition, the CPC system
makes rotor blades lighter during lower load spectrum that
enable usage of lighter gear boxes because of shaved torque
peaks [27]. On the other hand, Individual pitch control (IPC)
is individually adjusted to control periodic loads. Cyclic
pitch control (CP) system does change the pitch angle of
blades depending on blades position about their hub.
Individual pitch control and cyclic pitch control are
considered as advanced pitch control mechanisms with
better performance than collective pitch control. According
to Larsen et al [28] individual pitch control has capability to
reduce fatigue load by 26% and 6% for extreme load,
likewise cyclic pitch control can reduce fatigue and extreme
loads by 21% and 3% respectively. However, as rotor
increases in diameter, the blades become more flexible and
heavier. These systems reach their capability limits to
control excessive (extreme and fatigue) loads on the blades
during high varying wind speed. The actuation rate of
actuators are limited by inertia load caused by huge mass,
thereby, making the system unreliable [17].

Barlas and Kuik [26] compared the capabilities of the
active flow devices in controlling aerodynamic loads on the
blades. Their work was based on empirical analysis as
illustrated in Fig.4.
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The sensors receive signal from inflow wind and transmit
loads as input to the blade controllers. From blade
controllers the signal is transmitted to master controller at
the hub which in turn reverses the signal to the aerodynamic
devices through blade controllers. In doing so, aerodynamic
devices automatically deflect in a respective direction
depending on inflow wind. Several investigations on smart
rotor have been undertaken in various universities and
laboratories such as DTU RISØ, TU Delft, University of
Stuttgart and Sandia National Laboratories [34]. These
researches use different methodology approaches, however,
the main objective is to effectively reduce root bending
moments and oscillating loads along the blades. Literature
has revealed that the use of aerodynamic surfaces can
actively mitigate excessive (extreme and fatigue) loads,
suppress flap-wise vibrations caused by fluctuating inflow,
increase the frequency bandwidth and overcome stochastic
conditions unlike individual pitch control system [14, 31].

Fig 4. Comparison of capabilities of active flow control devices for load
reduction [26].

Pechlivanoglou et al. [32] extensively performed
optimization of wind turbine rotor both experimentally and
numerically. Authors extended their investigation on the
following active flow devices; Flexible trailing edge flap,
Gurney flap and micro tabs, Stall rib and flexible leading
edge flap. Use of such aforementioned control devices
moved modern wind technology to Smart rotor technology.
4.

5.

Smart rotor concept

Aerodynamic devices

Here, aerodynamic devices subject for discussion are
identified as; micro-tab, rigid trailing edge flap, morphing
flap and deformable trailing edge. Generally, they are
employed either to increase or decrease the aerodynamic
loads or to delay stall. They increase aerodynamic force on
span by deflecting them on pressure side and decrease
aerodynamic force by deflecting them on suction side. If
aerodynamic force along the blade span (especially near the
tip of the blade) is reduced, this can be translated to
reduction of bending moment at the root of the blade. The
effects of fatigue loads on the blade structures and essential
components are minimized. Then lifespan of wind turbine
can be prolonged by delaying fatigue damage.
A brief history of employment of trailing edge flaps on
wind turbine can be found in literature [35-37]. This concept
of applying aerodynamic devices has then been revived with
more advanced technology in place and it is taking shape in
current wind turbine research field. Various journal articles
have been published on active flow control using different
aerodynamic devices. For example; micro-tabs [38-43],
Rigid trailing edge flap [44, 45], deformable trailing edge
flap (DTEF) [14, 24, 44-52] and morphing trailing edge [44,
45, 53-58]. Upwind Offshore NREL 5MW wind turbine [59]
has been used extensively to investigate reduction of load on
multi megawatts turbine [14, 45, 49-52, 60, 61].

Smart control concept involves technology that embeds
aerodynamic devices, smart materials, sensors, actuators and
controllers to change aerodynamic flow over the blade
profile. The system action depends on direction and
magnitude of relative wind over the rotor at a given time. A
smart rotor can, therefore, be defined as a structural system
that comprises of local distributed aerodynamic devices
connected with intelligence features that are built on the
rotor blades with spread actuators and sensors [26]. Sensors
are linked with one or two microprocessors for analyzing
responses from the sensors, then uses integrated control
theory to command the actuators for localized strain
/displacement that alter the system response [33]. The smart
rotor control concept was revived in Europe under
programme entitled Upwind EU-framework programme [12,
26]. A typical smart rotor is shown in Fig.5, where line S
symbolizes distributed sensors, line D signifies locally
distributed aerodynamic devices and hidden lines with
arrows show directions of information in system
components, BC is blade control while MC is master
control.

5.1. Micro-tab
A micro-tab can be described as a small extractable and
retractable surface element with a height of boundary layer
thickness (1-2% Chord) that can move in translational
motion approximately normal to the blade’s profile. Microtabs are deployed to enhance aerodynamic performance.
From literature, micro-tabs are effective when located at
95% of chord on pressure surface and about 90% chord on
suction surface [38, 43]. When they are actively extracted
from blades the flow at trailing edge violates Joukowsky
theory on steady airflow as shown in Fig.6, (a). Fig.6, (b)
shows direction of change in lift forces depending on the
side of extraction.
Bach et al [38] investigated transitional effects of
applying active micro-tab at mid and outboard region of the

Fig.5. Typical of smart rotor [25]
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blade and found that lift transitional response delay is due to
presence of downstream convent vortex around the
aerofoil’s surfaces and probably earth’s boundary layer or
yaw misalignment per revolution.

Fig.7. Morphing blade[53]

Several researches about morphing trailing flap have
been conducted numerically and experimentally [44, 45, 6367]. Researchers identify morphing flap as a potential
element for load reduction in up-scaling wind turbines.
However, Daynes and Weaver [54] revealed that actuators
work against aerodynamic load and stiffness of the structure
causing no free movement of the flap. This may results to
inefficiency of flap to act promptly on high wind speed. In
addition, the space required for installation of actuator to
control flap near the tip edge is limited.

Fig. 6. (a) Micro-tabs (b) Lift coefficient versa angle of attack [38].

The results obtained by Zaras et al [43] concurs with
Yen-Nakafuji and Baker et al [39, 42]. Both results suggest
micro-tab as a potential aerodynamic device for load
reduction despite research being done for a small wind
turbine. Direct comparison with large wind turbine can bring
discrepancies although there is hardly known literature about
effectiveness of micro-tabs on multi-megawatt wind turbines
to the best of our knowledge.

5.2.2. Deformable trailing edge
Deformable trailing edge flap (DTEF) provides continuity
aerofoil profile unlike rigid and morphing trailing edge flaps.
Currently, deployment of DTEF in wind turbines is growing
popular among the researchers over conventional trailing
edge flap. Rotor blade integrated with DTEF can enjoy the
following benefits; less aero-acoustic noise, minimal drag,
increased aerodynamic performance, compliant structures
and protection of internal components from erosive and
corrosion environment. Henriksen et al [68] investigated the
effect of DTEF in conjunction with turbine pitch control
system. The researchers concluded that employment of
DTEF would increase reduction of damage equivalent loads
(DEL) from 18% to around 30%. The flap actuator relieves
turbine’s pitch control from loading by 75%. This leads to a
reduction of maintenance and operation schedule times as
the wear of pitch actuator is reduced.
Comparison of individual pitch control and smart rotor
control embedded with DTEF can be found in [14, 31, 69].
Lackner and Kuik [14] derived conclusions that; (i)
Individual pitch control significantly reduces loads at low
frequency while individual flaps show strong ability to
reduce loads at high frequency. (ii) Individual flap control
thrive to stabilize fluctuations of power output and minimize
pitching usage rate unlike individual pitch control which
increases pitching usage rate with slight rise in amount of
power generated. Zhang et al [51] used an offshore NREL
5MW upwind wind turbine equipped with DTEF to
investigate load reduction due to extreme coherent gust with
direction change. Further, Zhang et al [50] evaluated the
effects of locating and sizing of deformable trailing edge
flap (DTEF) in regard to fatigue load reduction. Their study
involved variation of flap location placement, span-wise
size, chord-wise size and deflection angle of the DTEF at
rated power wind speed region II and cut out rated power
wind speed region III. The reduction of fatigue load was
improved as the placement of the DTEF approaches the tip
except in region II when there was an increase in span-wise
length, chord-wise and deflection angle of DTEF. Numerical
results show positive reduction in fatigue load on both

5.2. Trailing edge flaps
Trailing edge flap is a small lifting surface placed at rear
portion of the chord with capability to deflect either upward
or downward to change the magnitude of aerodynamic load.
The trailing edge flaps (TEF) are designed in various
configurations and sizes. They include; plain rigid flap,
morphing trailing flap and deformable trailing edge flap
(DTEF). In common, trailing edge flaps have ability to
control locally distributed vibrations and inflow around the
rotor blades [46]. Pettas et al. [62] used Denmark Technical
University (DTU) 10MW to investigate the impact of an
individual trailing edge flap on wind power generation.
Their findings proved that DTU 10 MW rotor blades can be
increased by 5% to increase the annual power production by
3.6% without altering fatigue load originally experienced by
turbine before modification. Smit et al. [61] advocated that
the secondary purpose of trailing edge flap under rated
power wind speed is to optimize power generation, since the
fatigue load is insignificant and approximately account for
2%.
5.2.1. Morphing trailing flap
Implementation of morphing trailing edge flap on wind
turbine blades is an idea that originated from the design of
morphing aircraft wings and helicopter blades [26, 55-58].
The blade design is made of two portions as shown in Fig.7;
detachable flexible rear part and fixed fore part. The benefits
brought in by morphing flaps are; there is no discontinuities,
hinge line and air gap created when the rear part is deflected
unlike traditional rigid flaps [45]. Furthermore, morphing
flap has better aerodynamic efficiency/performance
η aero = Clift Cdrag in comparison with a rigid plain flap.

(

)
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blades and drive chain components ranging between 15%33% and 42.1%-32.3% respectively.
Smit et al [61] also investigated the effect of sizing,
placement and number of trailing edge flap (TEF) with a
fixed chord of 10%C using NREL 5MW wind turbines as
reference turbine. Researchers concluded that employment
of TEF under rated power wind speed can be used to
increase energy capture rather than prevention of fatigue
damage which account for about 2% during service life of a
wind turbine. Therefore, it is not economical to apply
aerodynamic devices under rated power wind speed and can
be neglected. The power extraction increases as location of
the TEF (a unit metre long) is changed towards the tip of the
blade. A large trailing edge flap tends to generate more
power but its effectiveness deteriorates as the span length is
increased. Authors recommended location of TEF to start
from 95%R and be extended towards the root of the blade. It
was also noted that a single flap of one metre length yield
better performance compared with multi-segmented flaps.
To substantiate the concept of employing DTEF on multi
megawatt wind turbine, Zhang et al [52] investigated the
influence of DTEF under the effect of wake. Wind turbines
were arranged in column, row and arrays scenarios and
evaluation was validated as a single wind turbine case. The
results show significant reduction in standard deviation of
the flapwise root moment (30%), tipwise deflection (20%)
and damage equivalent load (20%) in the region III at hub
velocity of 20m/s. From Zhang et al [50-52] works, DTEF is
identified as a champion candidate for load reduction
between rated power and cut-out power.
However, both control concepts have no influence on
power production above rated power wind speed. Plumley et
al [31] compared power requirement, the rate of actuator and
acceleration as well as load reduction for both individual
pitch control and smart control concept using collective
pitch control as a baseline.

decreasing the downwash and thereby reduces induced drag
on the blade according to Johansen and Sorensen [71]. The
major winglet geometric parameters are shown in Fig.8.

Fig. 8. Geometry parameters of winglet

Gupta and Amano [73] investigated the influence of
adding winglet on wind turbine blades in terms of power
generated. Two key geometric parameters (can’t angle and
winglet height) were varied and increase in power
production was recorded ranging from 2% to 20%. As a
result, researchers concluded that power increases with
increase in height of winglets. In addition, inclined winglets
(450) performed better than winglets fixed perpendicular
(900) to the surface of the blade. However, it is argued that
trade-off between structural weight and aerodynamic
performance are required to determine economic prospective
of wind turbine. Gaunaa, Johansen and Sorensen [70, 71]
found that winglets can increase annual power generation by
1% to 2% with downwind winglet being more effective than
upwind winglet despite the risk of striking the tower.
Inclusion of sweep and cant angles parameters was
suggested to improve performance of winglet. Elfarra et al.
[74] varied can’t and twist angle of winglets in
determination of maximum torque for maximum power
generation. NREL VI wind turbine could increase annual
power production by around 9% when optimized tilted tips
of 1.5%R height are considered.
7. Discussion and conclusion
Design of large wind turbines involves balancing of design
requirements such as durability, structural and aerodynamic
performance in order to achieve a more reliable design.
From the literature reviewed it is evident that by increasing
the rotor diameter, so do weight and flexibility of the blades.
The fatigue load that gets accumulated at hub due to severe
operating conditions such as high wind shear, turbulence and
tower shadow became critical. This load can lead to several
downfall times during unplanned maintenance and
replacement of damaged components. What follow is;
unscheduled maintenances reduces income on invested
capital and trigger prices of power to go up. If the cost of
energy is to be reduced by increasing the rotor diameter,
then there is need to find alternative and reliable ways of
controlling excessive load during high varying wind.
Gravitation and inertial loads are taken as major loading
on the blade that has less influence on alteration of fatigue
load. Wind turbines are designed and projected to operate
for not less than 20years, however due to their operating
conditions that involve frequent periodic turbulence cause
them to fail earlier than their design life time. It is therefore
noted that high periodic and alternating aerodynamic loads
on the blades are inevitable, so do fatigue loads. In attempt
to keep structural and durability properties, blades are
manufactured from materials which have high fatigue limits
and light in weight, however it is not enough to withstand
loading on the blades. The longer the blade, the more the
bending stress experienced at the root of the rotor hence
more fatigue loads [21]. This leads to demand for a more

5.2.3. Flexible trailing edge flap
Barlas and Madsen [47] examined the influence of actuator
on using controllable rubber trailing edge flaps (CRTEF) in
turbulence scenario. Fischer et al [65] investigated industrial
feasibility of using flexible trailing edge flap with control
system integrated in a small wind turbine prototype
(250kW). Two flaps with different chords 20%C and 30%C
were investigated respectively. Their research deduced that
flap with a larger chord has higher control authority than
smaller chord. There is also more space to integrate the
mechanical linkages for actuation. The effects deflecting
high flexible flaps on suction and pressure sides can be
found in the work of Pechlivanoglou et al [53].
6. Winglets
Use of winglets is broadly applied in the field of nonrotating application to enhance aerodynamic performance by
shedding off vortex at the tip of the wing [70]. The main
idea of using winglets is to improve overall aerodynamic
efficiency by reducing induced drag generated due to tip
vortices flow. From literature [70-72], winglets can be used
on wind turbine blades to increase power coefficient thus
decrease costs of energy, reduce amount of vortex flow at
the tip of the blades thus reduce induced drag, reduce overall
diameter so that load can be minimized, reduce noise
emitted by the blade . A winglet can, therefore, be defined as
a load carrying device that reduces the spanwise flow,
diffuses and moves the tip vortex away from the rotor plane
149
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reliable method to reinforce or substitute traditional methods
which have been extensively used in most of the modern
wind turbines.
Literature reviewed suggests that use of aerodynamic
devices can significantly reduce periodic loads on the large
wind turbine blades as well as increase power generation
during the low wind speed. In search for the load reduction
strategies, researchers proposed for utilization of
aerodynamic devices such as micro-tab, trailing edge flaps,
morphing flaps and deformable trailing edge. Micro-tabs are
potential small surfaces that can actively reduce exceeding
load on the blade during high wind, however there is hardly
know research that introduce use of micro-tabs on large
horizontal wind turbine. Rigid trailing flap are equally serve
as deformable and morphing trailing flaps, but due to
discontinuity created during movement of the flap it
generates more noise and cause drag increment. Morphing
and deformable trailing edges are preferable devices for they
do not create gaps during their application. These
aerodynamic devices are able to change the flow profile and
delay flow separation along the chord.

Aerodynamic load on the blade is altered when the flaps
are deflected either to increase or decrease the load. The
trailing flaps also do suppress vibrations, minimize emission
of aero-acoustic noise and minimize tip deflections. An
advantage of suppressing blade tip deflection is to reduce
possibility of blades to strike the tower. Deformable and
trailing edge flaps show the highest capability of controlling
periodic aerodynamic loads and reduce root bending
moment with about 30% of original load. The concept that
makes use of aerodynamic devices is known as smart rotor.
Table 2 summarized few researches done utilizing offshore
NREL 5MW baseline wind turbine embedded with trailing
edge flaps as a tool to reduce the fatigue load at hub. Sizes
and locations of trailing edge flaps, maximum deflection
angles, rate of deflection, simulation codes used and
approximated amount of load reduction are shown in the
Table 2. It is argued that by relating the amount of fatigue
reduced, a small increase in rotor blade diameter can be
implemented without changing the original root bending
moments. Therefore innovative design of smart rotor can
boost increase in power production by increasing rotor
diameter without overloading main components at hub.

Table2. Summary of referenced blade showing type, location and size of trailing edge flaps.
Referenced Wind
Turbine
1
2
3
4

NREL
Upwind/5MW
offshore
NREL
Upwind/5MW
offshore
NREL
Upwind/5MW
offshore
NREL
Upwind/5MW
offshore

Rotor
Aerodynamic
diameter device/airfoil
(m)
type
126
126
126
126

Rigid plain
trailing flap
Deformable
trailing edge
flap
Deformable
trailing edge
flap
Deformable
trailing edge
flap

10%

Aerodynamic device parameter
Load
Simulation Literature
code
Paper
Length
location
Max
Deflec- reduction
deflect- tion rate
ion
60o/s
[31]
16.2%R
77%-93.2%
± 30o

10%

20%

Chord

10%
10%

70%-90%

20%

77.6%-97.6%

± 10o
± 10o

30%

≥50o/s

16%
25%

± 8o

5

1.5MW Wind PACT 65.9

20%

30%
25%R

outboard

± 10o

6

DTU 10 MW

10%

30% = 29.7 Outboard

± 15o
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[14, 30]
GH bladed

10%
20%

Morphing
trailing edge
178.3/187.2 FFA-W3-241

40o/s

HAWC2
[75]

[68]

HAWC2

[62]

34%
1000/s

37%
30%

FAST/
[44, 45]
Aerodyn
Hawc / cfd
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